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HGFA and the Editor do not endorse or take an}
responsibility for any of the products advert t sed
or mentioned editorially within these pages. 'No
responsibility is accepted for any claims made by
advertisers unless specifical l y explained, per~
formance figures quoted in advertising should be
taken as estimates only.

HAN G GLID I NG FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA (H.G. F.A.)
Skysailor appears twelve times a year and is
provided as a service to members.
For non-members,
the subscription rates are $10.00 per annum.
Cheques should be made payable and sent to HGFA.

IMPORTANT ADDRESSES

Skysailor is published to create further interest
in the sport of hang gliding. Its primary purpose
is to provide a ready means of communication between hang gliding enthusiascs in Australia and
in this way to advance the future development of
the sport and its methods and safety.

Send your change of address notice, your contributions to Skysailor, your queries about insurance,
the pilot handbook, your membership, and any other
national matters to:H.G.F.A.
Box 4 Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, N.S.H. 2006

Contributions are welcomed.
Anyone is invited
to contribute articles, photographs and illustrations concerning hang gliding activities.
The
Editor reserves the right to edit contributions
where necessary.
HGFA and the Editor do not
assume responsibility for the material or the
op i nions of contributors presented in Skysailor .

H.G . F.A. Secretary:
Phone (02) 692-2872 (BH) (042) 942-545 (AH)
H.G.F.A. Editor:
Phone (042) 942-140 (AH)

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in HGFA. Copyrig ht i n articles is vested in each of the
authors in respect of her or his contribution.
Deadline for contributions: 1st of the Month.
ISStJ 03 l 3- 363X

For information about ratings or sites write to
the appropriate State Association.

ADVERTI SING RATES
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Ha l f Page: $25.00
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Quarter Page: $15.00
Market Place: Free

An additional charae will be made for any typing,
t.ypesetting or artwork which may be required.
Advertiseme nts from kite manufacturers must indica t e whether or not their kite meets the US HGMA
ce r tif i cation standards.

A.C.T.H.G.A.
P.O. Box 496,
MMUKA, 2603.

Tas H.G.A.,
21 Leslie Street,
SOUTH LAUNCESTON, 7250.
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P.O. Box 121,
SUTHERLAND, 2232.

V.H .G.A.,
P.O. Box 400,
PRAHRAN,3 l 8l.

Q. H.G.A.,
P.O. Box 212,
MORNINGSIDE, 4170.

,
P.O. Box 84,
DOUBLEVIEW, 6018 .
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GOODHOOD , 5034 .

Ki t es for sa l e in Market Place must indicate a
suitable mi ni mum hang rating.
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NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS ...
INTERESTED IN PARACHUTI NG??
In the last year, our associa t ion has develo ped
much closer ti es with the Au stralian Para chutin g
As sociation.
They have approached us and suggested that.since
s ince they do not produce a magazine of their own.
they might be interested in producing a joint effort
which contained both hang gliding articles and
articles about parachL'ting .

NE~J

No real plans or proposals have been made , we
need to know from you the members whether you
would be interested in such an arrangement. Would
you like to see us proceed with a joint magazine
or would you rather see SkySai10r stay just about
hang gliding?

OFFICIAL WORLD DISTANCE RECORD :

FAI has just informed us of the new
world record for distance in a straight
line in a flexible wing hang glider.

The advantage to us, aside from learning more
about parachuting, would be financial in that it
would cost us less to produce the magazine if
we were sharing the cost. Each issue would cost
less since we would be printing more copies and
now the print run is quite small.

Helmut Denz of the Federal Republic
of Germany has flown 192 kms (128 miles
for those who haven't gone metric). He
made the flight on 20 May 1981 in a
Comet 165 in Germany but we aren't sure
exactly where.

Let us hear from you right away on ~his one
if you have any opinions . Unless we hear screams
of protest, we may just go ahead.

Though longer flights have been
made recently in the U.S., including
132 miles by Steve Moyes in the Owens
Valley, these flights were not recorded
with barograph and official observers
so cannot be considered official world
records. I guess this puts the pressure
back on George I~orthi ngton, doesn't it?

SAFETY SURVEY FOR 1980:
Other Convention News :
~hough we are a little late with it this year,
the tlme has arrived for a review of accidents
which occurred in 1980.

The Policy on Power :
The executive reviewed the associations
policy on powered hang gliding recently and
their decision has recently been confirmed
at the Convention also.

A copy of the questionaire used last year is
included as an insert in this issue. Please take
the time to fill it in and mail it to us as soon
as you can. We were pleased with the response
last year when about 1 in 8 of our members responded
to the survey but we hope this year that we will
hear from even more of you.

The eXisting policy of maintaining
the seperation between our association and
those involved with powered hang gliding was
maintained. It was agreed to continue having
no advertising or promotion of powered flight
in SkySai10r and to leave such material to
the associ at i on whi ch cove res these type of
aircraft under the ANO 95.10.

Fill in the questionaire for 1980 only. we
will get information about 1981 next year. This
should be easy if you are keeping your log book.
We'll publish the results as soon as we can
get them tabulated.
We want to hear from you
even if you didn't have any accidents because
we need some figures on flying hours and other
things to offset the accidents . It's winter
so you should have a few minutes to sit down
and fill it in. Thanks for your help .

Since our association has no control
over or involvement with pO\~ered hang gliding
it seemed reasonable to keep this distinction
clear in everyone's mind by not including
material on that sport in the magazine.
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UftLLEY

OWENS
I am making up my own myths for myself,
knitting together old myths into new;
they are food for my soul.
For I will die without beautiful dreams
to live for.
~'l. Pizer.

The trick was to get all your gear ready (varios,
radios, survival kit and kite bag) tied to your
glider before spreading the sail.
Then put on as
much of your flying gear as you can endure in the
desert heat and wait for the right time.
At 12.45
pm. the wind eased from the East and a few weak
cycles began blowing up the West face as cu's
began forming down range at New York Butte.

There has probably been no greater dream for
hang glider pilots in recent years than that of
achieving an outstanding X-C flight.
The magical
100 miles beckons flyers throughout the world, but
100 mile weather in most areas is infrequent and
still only one place consistently produces the
conditions suitable for making that flight ....

It was the right time.
I took a long last
drink of Gatoraide and threw the kite together
hoping no dust devils would roar through during
this vulnerable stage.
1.00 pm. I stood holding
dovln the glider as the first good thermal blasted
up the face.
A quick pre-flight and equipment
check, clip in with nervous fingers locking the
carabiner.
Standing on the control bar, I finished dressing with balaclava, ski glasses, helmet
and two pair of gloves as the next cycle built.
At 1.15 pm. I pushed off the edge of the road and
the glider slid away from the mountain into dead
air. (Oooooh Noooo Mr. Bill I'm losing it!)
I
gradually descended and at about &,000' ASL (approximagely 2,000' above the valley floor) found a
sustaining mixture of ridge and thermal lift on a
face a bit too far back in the foothills to feel
comfortable.
Working for a while, I gained a
couple of hundred feet and relaxed a little. Looking up I could see a couple of gliders circling
above launch as slowly my marginal lift was eroded
by an increasing wind.
This was going to break
up these undeveloped thermals even more .... a
decision had to be made.
Head out toward the
road while I still had enough altitude, wait for
something in the ridge 1ift here or fly North
through the foothills.
With a slight tail wind
component the latter seemed most attractive and
turning North I forgot my friends who were no doubt
well on their way and sweated from one canyon to
the next, slowly losing altitude.

THE mJENS VALLEY
For the past three years I've chased that
dream along with a handful of other Australian
pilots, who dutifully trek to the White Mountains
A lot has been said and
each July for another go.
written about flying in this notorious area.
The
mere words conjure images and stories of horror
flights through dust devils, thunderstorms, squall
lines, kite destroying turbulence, rotor infested
canyons, of inversions and parachute deployments,
etc.
Sure, these things have occurred in the
Owens but most of them will also happen at any site
if a pilot allows himself .to get into such situations.
They are an integral part of the geography
and weather conditions strong enough to create consistent 100 mile days.
July 2nd, 1981 ...
We drove down from the cabin early as the
lack of cloud indicated an improvement over the
prev i ous days wea ther and a more stable forecast
had us leaving Bishop by 8.30 a.m. and heading
south to Cerro Gordo.
Even our few days of altitude acclimatisation seemed to be helping as we
unloaded in the thin air of the 9,300' launch and
quickly claimed some set up space on the narrow
mountain top.
Already two other flyers were
slowly getting organised as George Worthington and
Butch Peachy arrived.
George and Butch decided
to find a launch protected from the 'over the back'
East wind.
We (Rob de Groot, Colin Barry, Jeff
Scott and myself) concluded that an East take-off
was feasible and began setting up as the sun moved
overhead and dust devils cavorted playfully along
the road edge, picking up the odd gear bag or
Ian O'Neil
anything else not held firmly down.
on his first trip to the Owens was feeling a bit
hesitant about rigging in these conditions and
watched each dust devil with wide eyed di~belief.

Apparently Col, who had launched soon after
me, climbed at first, only to find himself in a
similar predicament higher up, but finally found
a light thermal drifting down range in which he
gradually gained altitude until ' it developed into
The
a strong column reaching to cloudbase.
others had little difficulty in climbing out.
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Straightening up, I pulled in behind Jeff and
Rob with Colin's red and white glider to my left.
Things looked great.
As far as we could see ahead
cu's stretched along the spine of the range and I
was starting to feel more comfortable in the 150
Mega now that I was finally high enough to relax a
bit.
Taking it in turn to lead from cloud to
cloud, we flew quickly to Mazourka where Jeff and
I began to conserve altitude for the crossing of
Westgard Pass.
Col was out wide and keeping pace
while Rob had pulled ahead and disappeared some
twenty minutes earlier.

At least I was covering ground with the odd
teasing bubble tempting me to turn but the drift
was back into a maze of canyons and broken ridges
so I kept cutting crosswind toward the valley and
a retrieval road, until a few turns in my first
workable bubble had me back up to about 5,500' ASL,
before being unceremoniously spat out.
I searched
in vain for that elusive core in a not too healthy
position until there was no choice but to head out.
With 500' clearance well behind the edge of a deep
and gnarly canyon, I was grabbed and banged against
every bar in reach.
I fought to regain control
and pulled in as the sink alarm screamed with
terror.
Slowing, hoping to lessen this earthbound
plummet, only retarded my progress toward the
rapidly rising rim of the canyon.
I pulled on to
about thirty-eight or forth miles per hour and
locked myself as solid as possible.
With a sigh
of relief the canyon edge dropped away 50' below
as I suddenly gained forward momentum.
I let out
the bar only to have it nearly wrenched from my
hands as the vario now scrEamed in the positive
with the needle nearly bending around the stop.
I banked over to about 60° or 70° and pushed out
slightly.
The first few turns were so intense
that I recall little more than seeing canyon walls,
blue sky and bits of grass and dust flash by in
rapid succession.
After 2 or 3 thousand feet I
was still banked way over and climbing at around
1,500 fpm as what must have been a dust devil
gradually mellowed to a massive thermal.
I
passed the top of New York Butte and broadened the
360's a bit trying to locate the others.
To my
surprise three gliders were racing, from the cloud
immediately South, toward me and this obvious
boomer.

Hesitantly we pushed into the blue hole above
the pass scanning ahead for Rob to show us signs
of lift.
A light thermal, about a third of the
way across, relieved some of the tension untii I
spotted someone I presumed was Col setting up a
landing approach near the Saline Valley turn off.
In view of that I hung on to the dying lift watching Jeff further back in the pass slowly spiralling
towards a small cloud.
"
Setting sights for Black f;lountain I radioed my
intentions to Jeff and pulled in to best glide
after pointing out Col who was somehow still in
the air and setting up another landing approach.
The wind direction was now extremely hard to judge
and appeared to be coming through the pass from the
East, chopping up the air and any thermals and
making progress difficult.

If we coul d make Bl ack ~lounta in the chances of
100 miles were good provided the clouds didn't overdevelop in the White Mountain area some 30 miles to
the North.
I passed around Black Mountain about
400' below the top in very turbulent air, trying
desperately to find something coherent enough to
work.
Suddenly the radio crackled into life informing me that the thermal was on the North side.
Without replying I dove into the most violent
thermal of the flight.
I looked up to see someone I thought \~as Rob rocketing skyward.
This was
an enormous leeside thermal fed from deep in the
I just
hot dark rocky gorges of ~larble Canyon.
seemed to be hanging on as that monster dragged me
17,000' ASL, before fading away above Silve"r Canyon
some 5 mil es fu rther down range.
I now not iced a
number of other gliders spread along this section
of range (flyers from the Gunther launch) but could
I called Jeff for his
not spot any of our group.
position as I surveyed the rather heavy looking
cloud street ahead.
With Jeff 4 miles behind and
7,000' higher I was now nearing Piute at 9,000' ASL
and the start of the street.
A good thermal feeding the first decent cloud since before the pass took
me back to base and I straightened out in 3 up, gradually pulling on speed until the vario sat on zero
at about 35 mph.

skyso<Jing industries
PO Box 103, Thirroul 2515
VARIOMETERS
Hummingbird
....................... $170
Ball 620H, small audio vario ......... $260
Ball 631, audio vario
& digital altimeter i .... $440
AL TIMETERS
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $115
Thommen 2000-26
Wrist strap extra, $7.00
WIND METERS
.......................... $30
Hall windmeters with brackets
PARACHUTES
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $400
with double container bag
Advanced Air Sports
20 Kevlar lines
20 ft. canopy, 1 oz. cloth
weighs 4 lbs, super compact

I knew now that a hundred mil es was 1i kely and
decided to fly faster under this twenty miles of
cloud to try and reach the flat lands early enough
to find lift out there and thus an even better
distance.

plume SIeve Kennard (042)

67/794
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At 3,000'AGL a patch of weak lift took me back to
7,500'ASL until the drift carried me too far from
the road to persevere and I optimistically set out
for a salt lake south of Mina.
Crosswind now became a problem as I dropped behind a small range
where turbul ence reduced my gl ide.
~Jorki ng some
zero sink I caught sight of Jeff a few miles back
and still in good air above the range, from where
he was bound to out fly me and so with greater determination I pushed on into a short pass of low
hills, narrow canyons and diminishing landing areas.
At 400'AGL I looked destined to land on the road
as all flat land had disappeared, when I noticed
a small windward facing ridge, sunlit and paralleling the road to where the canyon broadened.
Risking landing a mile from the road if there was no

It was now 4.45 pm., 3! hours into the flight
I at last spotted one of the Megas ahead but
low.
In my haste, I too had lost altitude, so
taling a strong core in front of White Mountain I
rei axed and with eyes closed stretched my stiff and
ac~ing legs as I climbed past the top of White at
14 000'.
an~

\ The vario started to really wind up and I
opeped my eyes to see it reaching 800fpm and grey
wis~s of cloud enveloping the kite.
I stuffed
th~bar and headed out noticing only now that the
clo~d was lower in front and that I was still
going up with visibility fading fast.
With knees
on the bar and the vario still beeping, the ground
disappeared.
t~y heart was nearly pushing through
my harness anp images of being sucked up to 30,000'
and :spat out as an ice block flashed through my
desperate hypoxic brain.
At 18,000' and after an
ete~nity of confused decisions, I pulled over into
a left hand spiral dive and finally the mountain
tooK form as the glider dropped from the heart of
the cloud.
Regaining my bearings, I levelled out
and 'with the ASI pushing 45mph flew out through the
remaining, encircling cloud, still climbing at 200
fpm~ into
the brilliance of afternoon sunshine.
Loo~ing back at the side of the towering cumulus,
I c~ncentrated on slowing my hyper-ventillated
bre,thing as the adrenalin, fear, cold and hypoxia
had l e close to passing out.

lift I altered course and scraped along its golden
length and eventually back to the highway where I
qlided down the slightly sloping and widening canyon, finally landing in the sunset silence of the
Nevada desert.
Nothing moved except the dust I
had di sturbed.
Unclipping, I realized a huge grin had grown
across my face I had flown 100 mil es!
It was
7.15 pm., six hours since launch, as Jeff floated
overhead to land two miles down the road.
II

Cerro Gordo, Cal.
July 2nd, 1981. Jeff Scott
Ian Jarman
Butch Peachy
G. Worthi ngton
Rob de Groot
Col in Barry
The 2 other
pilots

t
~

~ Staying a safe distance below the cloud we
pusned on, watched the other Mega racing along the
range down low, while we followed the spine to less
ominous cu's.
Passing over Boundary Peak and leaving ~he Whites behind we cruised toward a good looking floud just East of Janie's where two gliders
coult! be seen cl imbing in separate cores.
They .
left as we entered this broad area of lift and
watched their progress toward Montgomery Pass as we
leveJled out at cloudbase.
Joining Colin in a
light thermal above the casino, I wondered what had
become of Rob, having presumed earlier that Colin
had lost it at Westgard and that we had followed
Rob to this cloud.
It was Rob, however, who we
pass~d over at Westgard and now as Col headed off
again, Jeff and I were content to let him lead the
way, 1into the dying afternoon air.
10,000' below
shadQws stretched across the valley floor as Col
hunt~d for viable lift eventually having to leave
a we ~k bubble and head back to the road while we
set ~ course for sunlit hills to the North East.
Cold 'started to creep through to my damp longjohns (sweat from that first low hour), as once
agai i we circled in marginal lift, watching George's
glid~r, sunlit against the darkening desert floor,
fly ~ver Col (who had just landed) for what seemed
an iricredible terminal glide, to land just short of
the inder cone.
I headed for the cone hoping for
some~
~ uoyancy but found nothing except that Jeff
had ~ayed behind to scratch out another thousand
feet efore following.
Now, feeling that the day
was ~ver, I set a final gl ide goal at the ~larietta
road Jl nd concen tra ted on max i mum effi ci ency.

j

125 miles
123
119
114!
114
111

103

For me and I'm sure the others who keep returning, it is definitely a dream worth chasing.
Ian Jarman

to
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The Convention Crowd
HGFA PRESIDENT:

Bill Moyes

Bill really needs no introduction to anyone
involved in the sport as he is a well-kno~m pioneer
in hang gliding. At this moment he is overseas on
the northern hemisphere competition circuit helping
the Moyes Doys gather their years supply of trophies,
as usual. He nas been involved in the sport as a
pilot, kite manufacturer and official of both hang
gliding and kite towing associations. He has been
responsible fo r many innovations in design over
the years. His contribution to hang gliding has
been commended recently when he was awarded both
the FAI Hiln g Gliding Diploma for 1979 by the
Federation Aeronautique Internationale (the world's
oldest aviation organization, formed in 1905 and
the sole international authority for aviation of
all types) and the Oswald Watt Award in 1980 by
the Royal Federation of Aero Cl ubs of Aus t ral i a.
Bill has held many world records in the past, and
has performed some amazing feats but he is now
happy to leave the competition side of the Moyes
operation to his son, Steve. He is invaluable
to HGFA (as he was to TAHGA) because of his
expertise and experience. His public relations
work for the association and the sport in general
here and overseas is a real asset, as are all his
contacts with enthusiasts in other countries.
He is going to act as an International Judge at
the World Championships in Japan so has had to
step down as Team Leader for Australia. He will
be our delegate to th e CIVL meeting in Japan
a:ter the competition and will be lobbying for our
b1d to host the World Championships in 1983.

Still smiling at the end of the weekend's work!!
BACK ROW: Bruce White (NSW Coordinator), Russell
House (WA Coord), Dennis White (HGFA Treasurer),
Alan Coates (Tas. Coord), Bill Moyes (HGFA
President) .
SECOND ROW : Geoff Morrison (HGFA Immediate Past
Presidnet), Graham Pukallus (Qld Coord), Marsha
Leeman (H0FA Secretary), Kim Stancliffe (SA Coord),
Dave Hard1ng (VHGA dele gate), John Reynoldson
(VHGA -Observer).
FRONT Ro\~: Max Stonehal'l (ACT Coord), Glenn Woodward
(HGFA Vice-President), Richard Dakers (Administrator), Olga White (SkySailor Editor) .
RECLINING: Greg Tanner (NSW President) and other
anonymous canines.

,

:-

HGFA VICE-PRESIDENT:

!

_
As wf announced in SkySailor last month, HGFA
1S now the only federal hang gliding body. This
~onth we thought we should acquaint you with who
1S on the 1Federal Executive of the association.
If the people sound familiar to some of you who
have been faround a few years, it is because the
same group has been the TAHGA Federal Executive
since April 1979 and has been the HGFA Executive
since July 1980. Still, for those of you who
are new, we want you to think of us as real
people, fliers just like you so here is some
information on what else we do besides be the
Federal Executive.

HGFA Immediate Past President:

Geoff

Glenn Woodward

Glenn will also already be known to many of you.
He is a Hang 4 and a Safety Officer who has been
flying for over 8 years. He was involved in the
association in the early days of TASSA and was the
editor of SkySailor during 1975-76. Glenn is also
the author of a book on hang gliding called "Catch
the Wi nd" pub 1i shed in January 1978 . He has been
active in many aspects of our sport and at various
times has been a full-time instructor, a kite designer,
and a film maker (Icarus, with Film Australia). He
works now as an architect with a firm in Sydney. For
HGFA he will carryo ver his role of TAHGA Competitions
Coordinator. He has lots of experience in this area
since he was competition organizer for the 1st Aust.
National Championships and for the Blue Stratos
Thredbo and Warriewood competitions. He was also
the editor of the Pilot Handbook produced in 1979
and is working on the update for it this year.
Glenn recently became a father. His wife,
Jenny, had a baby girl on Friday, August 7.
Congratulations both of you. (How is that
for up-to-date news -!)

~10rrison

Geoff has been involved in hang gliding
for over a dozen years and has just resigned
as President of HGFA after holding this position
for over three years. We are doing a long profile
on Geoff for the next edition under the new
section--Who is Who in Hang Gliding.
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HGFA SECRETARY:

HGFA SAFETY COORDINATOR:

Marsha Leeman

Marsha is a Hang 4 pilot and Safety Officer who
is also the proud owner of a new Swiftlet (160). She
is originally from the U.S. but has developed a
strong attachment to Australia and has lived here for
almost 8 years. She took up hang gliding in July 1975,
has been an instructor with the Sydney Uni HGC and
now resides at Stanwell Park. She is just completing
her PhD. thesis in psychology which would have been
finished last year if she hadn't gotten so involved
with the TAHGA/HGFA executive in 1979. She is
looking forward to having the summer off work as a
break from uni after the thesis is submitted and
wants to spend the whole time in the air in her new
kite or in the surf (without her kite). Her other
interests include a certain curly haired flying
friend that she recently married, food, music and
photography.

Steve is a Hang 4 pilot and a Safety Officer who
has been flying for almost 7 years. He came to Aust.
from the States on a scholarship to do his PhD in
geology at Sydney Uni. His thesis was on tiny marine
fossils on the Great Barrier Reef but some observers
thought he was doing his research on hang gliding,
scuba diving and sloth. He finished his PhD in 1977
and began working as a micropaleontologist in the
oil exploration department of Esso Aust. Pty Ltd.
He flies a Wedgetail B, plays the flute, is an avid
runner (not jogger), and generously supports his
wife's flying habit as well as his own. He is
currently working on a standardized accident
report form to be distributed soon.

SKYSAILOR EDITOR:
HGFA TREASURER:

Olga White

Olga is a Hang 2 pilot who doesn't get
as much airtime as she'd like because of her
job commitments. She is the records manager
for a large Sydney building society and also
teaches records management part-time at the
Tech. Before starting as editor of SkySailor
this year, she worked with the TAHGA executive
as Minutes Secretary. She plays piano and is
just getting into photography. She is currently
enrolled in a Masters degree at UNSW.
If you ever get an invitation to one of her
Russian dinner parties, don't under any
circumstances miss it!

Denn is Wh i te

Dennis is a Hang 3 pilot and a Safety Officer.
He joined the executive just after he took up hang
gliding in 1979 after being drafted and coerced by
the Secretary. He is working as a tutor in psychology at Sydney University and submitted his PhD.
thesis last year on a perceptual illusion known as
"apparen t moti on" . He has a lot of computer sk ill s
which the association makes use of by making him
the Keeper of the Membership Lists as well as
Treasurer. \~e note that he used to have more
outside interests like painting, chess, and wood
working until he got involved in hang gliding
and had to put in so many hours for the association.
He is also a big help with SkySailor each month
since his wife is the Editor. Dennis and Olga
have recently bought a house at Stanwell Tops.

HGFA COACHING COORDINATOR:

Steve Con 1ey

Power of

Wind

Ian Jarman

Ian is a Hang 4 pilot, Safety Officer and
hang gliding instructor. He is co-owner of
Cloudbase, the best hang gliding school in
Australia many say. Ian was trained as a
primary school teacher and lived for many years
in the Pacific Palms area of NSW. He worked
in California as a hang gliding instructor for
a few years before returning to Sydney to set
up Cloudbase. Ian has travelled the competition
circuit in the northern hemisphere for a few
years and recently flew over 120 miles in the
Owens Valley Cross Country Classic (in one
flight, that is). ~Jhat spare time he has he
likes to spend with his kids, aged 5 and 8.
He has spent a lot of time putting together
the new Instructor Certification Scheme and
will begin teaching the seminars that are
part of the scheme in the other states soon.
There are samples of his sense of humour in
the articles he has written for SkySailor.
See the one this month about the Owens Valley.

I might have come up with a solution to what
appears to be some drawbacks to Igor Dmitrowsky's
design.
The very mention of an engine is offensive
to some purists and the useless engine weight payload after the fuel is used up is just a dead weight
so simply replace the engine with a collapsible bag
of baked beans or cabbage and onions .
Geo. Smith, N.S.W.
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The Effect of Wind

Lookinq from above,
glider -describes circular
flight path through the air.

a

As usual, I find myself moved to write another
article on a theoretical subject due to being upset by someone (in this case a group of people)
holding an incorrect, demonstrably wrong and plainly stupid opinion of what happens to a glider in
fl ight.

"-

"

Glider flying at
constant bank and
angle of attack,
outside of wind
gradi ent, in
relation to its
"box" of surrounding air.
Airspeed constant (20 mph),
Bank constant,
Sink rate constant

At the Federal Convention, I found that several
people who should have known better held the view
that when a glider turns from the up~lind direction
into the downwind direction, COMPLETELY OUT OF ANY
WIND GRADIENT, TURBULENCE OR SI~IILAR CHANGES IN THE
MOTION OF THE AIR, or in the other direction, from
the tailwind direction into the wind, the glider's
kinetic energy with relation to the ground changes,
and it must get this energy from somewhere. They
held that this results in a change in the airspeed
and height of the glider.

"

"Box" moves along at a
constant speed, which
is the wind speed over
the ground (10 mph).

To begin my argument, I will state again the
conditions which we are discussing.
The glider
is flying OUTSIDE of any wind gradient, shear or
turbulence (imagine a smooth, stable airflow, no
turbul ence or convection).
Al so, these are the
conditions about which we were arguing at the
Convention.
(I made ABSOLUTELY SURE I knew exactly what the contentions of the opposite parties
were, before getting excited).
To set the scene, I will quote from Derek
Piggott's book "Understanding Gliding".
This
book I thoroughly recommend to every hang glider
pilot, as most of the facts covered also apply to
hang gliders.
Please buy yourself one and read
it.
"~Jithout a clear and logical explanation of
wind effects, the average glider pilot will be
lucky to reason the truth out for himself.

Ground speed - varies.

Because 'seeing is believing', and some things
which seem to happen do not agree with theory, a
very large number of experienced pilots have muddled, and often completely false ideas about the
effect of wind on an aircraft.
If you want to hear some really confused
thinking and hare-brained theories, try introducing this subject in the bar at your flying club."
(Piggott, p. 70).

Path of glider over the ground

"One common misconception is that since the
aircraft has a very high speed over the ground as
it flies downwind all that energy has to go somewhere when it makes a turn into the wind.
Pilots
will often claim to have had this increase in
speed as they turn into wind, particularly when
hill soaring.
The first important FACT is that if wind speed
is constant the only effect on any kind of flying
machine, be it balloon, airship, glider or jet, is
to drift it away in the direction of the wind.
However strong the wind, there would be no change
in airspeed as the machine turns into a downwind
turn.
In fact, above a layer of cloud or fog,
the pilot of a glider or other aircraft would have
no idea in which direction the wind was blowing."
(Piggott, p. 76).

Goldfish happily circling
in bowl, passing through
the water at a constant
speed, and totally oblivious
to any changes in his ground
speed, provided that the
speed of his bowl over the
ground is constant.
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David Warren, who is a B.Sc.(Hons . ) in physics,
and coincidentally a sailplane licence holder and
active han0 gliding enthusiast of 9 years standing
completely concurs with Derek Piggott and myself,
and had no hesitation regarding my quoting him as
saying that he "would stake his reputation on
Piggott being right about the effects of wind on a
glider".

"The lift from the wings depends solely on the
angle of attack of the wing and the airspeed. It
is nothing whatever to do with groundspeed, or what
is happening down below on the ground." (Piggott,
p.ll). (Underlinings mine).
So we can see, the problem is not a new one,
and has been thoroughly thrashed about.
There is
no need for some hang glider pilots to invent
"theories" to cover the situation, particularly
when they are wrong.

Next time you have plenty of height, on a
smooth day, bank over, push out until you are close
to stall speed in that condition and hold the
glider in a steady turn.
You could keep winding
off 360s until the ground got in the way without
your sink rate or airspeed changing, assuming no
shear, gusts or turbulence affected you.

Picture yourself flying your glider high over
a completely flat, featureless desert, which
stretches further than you can see in all directions.
With no visual references on the ground, and a wind
of any strength (zero, ten or one hundred miles per
hour), how could you, or your glider "know" what
the glider's groundspeed is? Of course, there is
no way, and the glider's airspeed, and altitude
depends ONLY on the glider's angle of attack and
airspeed.

Anyone who has done 360s in smooth conditions,
even in a good thermal, will know that groundspeed
has no effect on your airspeed, or height, or anything el se.
I rest my case.
Allan Coates

The glider flies in the air immediately surrounding it.
If you picture it flying in a large
"box" of air, then it may become easier to see why
the speed, and path over the ground, of that parcel
of air, has no effect on the glider, apart from
changing its path over the ground.
During our argument (I must be truthful and
say 'argument', as it stopped being a 'discussion'
about ten minutes after it started) the other
parties maintained that because the kinetic energy
(or momentum) of the glider changes with relation
to the ground, when turning in a wind, the glider
must lose momentum and energy when turning into the
wind and therefore gain height.
Conversely, when
turning downwind, it must pick up kinetic energy
when it flies faster over the ground, and therefore it loses height rapidly.

THEO PAPADOPALOUS' HANG GLIDING CENTRE

~t-~ [E ~~~ ~~~

If we again picture the glider steadily
circling inside its "box of air", and then think of
a goldfish swimming around and around at a constant
speed in its round bowl, we can draw a good analogy.

0

- A-Frame Porn-Porn Fringes
- Madonna and Child (attaches to instrument
panel ... eyes light up when you push out!)
- End-of-keel mount nodding dog (or tiger)
- Purple sails available for most models
- Fuzzy acryl i c pi nk kite bags with spoi 1er
- Set off your Kingpost with a genuine Foxtail
- Imitation leopard skin harnesses
- Sail Stickers: Mafia Air Force.
You Toucha
my kite, I breaka you face!

The contention that the "change in kinetic
energy" results in a change in airspeed also means
that, if we put our goldfish bowl on a train, and
move it along at a steady speed of say, 60 km/h,
the fish must swim slower when it moves in the intotrain direction, and faster when moving into the
down-train direction, to keep a constant "water
speed".
I am sure if you give the idea some thought,
you will see both that the analogy is correct, and
that any contention that air, or water speed
depends on groundspeed doesn't, well, "hold any
water" .
One of the chaps I was arguing with (strangely
enough, the one who effortlessly reeled off the
equations for kinetic energy, and manipulated figures with great dexterity) told me that I should
go to any university and ask a physicist about the
If he takes any notice, it will be
problem.
worth recording that I did do exactly that.

Many Satisfied Customers:
"Issa rippa!
Really agood, digger mate!"
--- prominent Qld. pilot.

"

/I

Anything this bad has got to be a dream/ "

The Owens Valley

One chap caught a monster thermal about a
mile in front of take off.
Unfortunatelv he
pushed the bar out and inadvertently looped before
he knew what was going on.

As I sat quietly under my kite I pondered the
horrible stories I had heard of this site. Nothing
As we al l know peop l e like
coula be that bad!
exaggerating and what was actually a mild stall
becomes a near invert after the story has been told
once or twice.
I had been in the area tor a week,
during which time I witnessed the end of the open,
the qua lifier and the start of the Classic.
There
are some 200 flyers in town, representing 16
countries and most have been flying as H-4's for a
long time.
Every day, a hundred or so pilots
gather in 4 trucks for the laborious ride to the
top.
It is hot, dusty and very bumpy but after
about an hour one is at the top and each flyer goes
about his private business of setting up and getting ready.
The window opens 1 hour after the last
truck . has reached the top, by which time everyone
is set up and ready.
No one strays more than a
metre from his kite as the cry "Dust devil" is
never far from everyone's lips.

This all happened in front of take off
whilst I was waiting for the conditions to be
right.
By this time I was getting a bit nervy
and was about ready to derig and drive down when
some chap taking off did an inadvertent wingover
straight into another kite waiting on the ground.
It was the final straw and I commenced my run.
got up and cruised out to find my own T.
It
found me from behind, grabbed me by the keel and
showed me what the ground looks like when you are
pointed straight down.
My first thought was not
to 1et go of the bar, my second was, I ~Ias about to
tuck.
It let go and I started back into it.
It
grabbed my wingtip and started shaking.
As I
watched, my sail was hammered down on my dive tip
a couple of time s but I was still going up. Harder
and harder I turned until suddenly I was tossed out.
From a 60° left hand bank to a 60° right hand dive
in les s than a second and they say modern kites'
roll rates aren't good.

Dust devils appear as if by magic and the
first to see one, gives the alarm.
Those pilots,
who have been here before, can have their A-frame
out and the kite on the deck inside of 3 seconds.
Often, this is not quick enough and you will see
them hanging on as their kites ground loop two or
three times.
Novices to the site are far too
slow to do anything and just pray that they are
not in the line of flight.

A brief moment to take stock and move on as
that T was a little on the boistrous side and maybe
there will be something better further on.
After 20 minutes of the same treatment I had
had enough, my fingers had a vice-like grip on the
bar, my toes were curled up round the stirrup and
my brain was numb.
I pulled the bar in for max.
speed to the landing area in the valley about two
miles distant.
However, the air had not finished
with me and no sooner was I pointed in the right
direction than it would grab a wingtip, point it
at the ground and spin me around 90°.
It was a
flight like that the whole way.
As I lined up on
the paddock there was a 30 mph wind blowing which
meant having the bar to my knees just to maintain
my position.
Bubbles rising off the ground kept
the wingtips oscillating between 40° up and down
and my one big fear was that a dust devil might
choose that moment to start up in the paddock.
Finall y , I was down, after nearly an hour in the
air.
Once on the ground you notice how hot it is
and all the warm clothing you have on, comes rapidly off . The water you carry is drunk and you sit
in the shade of your ki te, musing about your recent
accomplishment - surviving.

soon as the \vi ndow opens and the thermals
that) start cycling the fun begins.
You
see, take off is at 8,200' ASL and one has to run
hard.
No problem unless of course you run into a
dust deyil or a dead pocket.
In one week I have
seen more crashes on take off than one would
normally see at a learner's dune.
In fact - dare
I admit it - I found to my profound surprise that
my first take off was followed almost immediately
by a merry landing facing up the hill.
A~

(what'~

Once off you are immediately surrounded by
other gliders all loo king for the magic T that will
take yoJ to cloudbase and let you get on with a
bit of distance.

Be ~ ng a cautious sort of fellow I always waited
until a1lmost everyone was up before I took off and
it was whilst watching that I saw some wonderous
sights . }

Some of the guys over for the competitions
formed a learn-TAT (Thermal Avoidance Team). These
guys are recognised flyers in their own country
but over here it is probably the most sensible
thing they could do.
After my experiences I am
thinking of becoming a life member.

;~

Onet fl edge took off, gained 200' and hit a
dust devJl, one loop and one 120° wingover later
he was o. his way.
Two GRoc's were circling in a mild thermal
when it took off.
One lost 150' ina 90° banked
sideslip! whilst the other went up at the same
ang le. [Both kites were so close to an inversion
their tr~iling edges started to deflate.
A kite
~Iith fle xiible battons lost 600' in one sail deflation ~fore catching a thermal and continuing.

If you think I am exaggerating the do or die
conditions consider the following three stories.
A pilot flying with the bar to his knees got
He Was so scared
sucked up to 19,000 in ~loud.
he was crying on the radio.
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An unlucky pilot landed in a canyon at 10,600'
and took 40 hours to walk out leaving kite and
instruments where they lay.
When he got to civilization he was incapable of talking and was totally
exhausted.

(1) Go to a laundromat - anyone will do - and
sit in a dryer for half an . hour.
Make sure it
is on hot and keep the door shut so it tumbles.
If after that, you think it was fun go to (2).

As I write, there is a chap on White Mountain,
he tucked and deployed hi schute.
tlo doubt he
will find his way down by tomorrow - we know he is

(2) See a Psychiatrist.
If he tells you you are
sane then spend your money.

o.k. as he had a radio.
Why he tucked, we don't
know but no doubt the story will do the rounds
soon enough.

Well I hope whatever you do you enjoy your
flying and may you never catch a thermal.
Vee Dhub

Should any of you (dear readers) be thinking
that you would like a crack at the Owens Valley I
would suggest you do the following two things
before paying the air fare:

P.S. Yes, you can get blisters on your knuckles.

The solution to this problem, a natural phenomenon common to everyone, is to learn how to use
your eyes in an efficient scan and overcome vision
blockages caused by the aircraft structure.

The Blind Spot
Reprinted from Aviation Safety Digest, 106·, p.3.

How to scan
The best way to start is by getting rid of bad
habits.
Naturally, not looking out at all is the
poorest scan technique, but glancing out at intervals of five minutes or so is also poor when you
remember that it takes only seconds for a disaster
to happen.

In aviation today, in spite of sophisticated
air traffic control and navigation systems, the seeand-be-seen concept is still a most important
To make the most
element in collision avoidance.
of this concept, we should know our sight limitations.
This is the first of a series of articles
concerning the physiological, psychological and
environmental factors that affect visual efficiency.

Glancing out and glvlng it the old oncearound without stopping to focus on anything is
practically useless; so is staring out into one
spot for long periods of time.

One little known limitation of the human eyeball is the blind spot where light strikes the
In most eyeballs this blind spot is
optic nerve.
about 30 degrees right of centre, looking straight
ahead.
With both eyes open and vision unobstructed by objects, the blind spots of each eye are
cancelled by the peripheral vision of the opposite
eye.
The brain combines the image and the blind
spot disappears.

So much for the bad habits.
Learn how to
scan properly by knowing where to concentrate your
search.
In normal flight, you can generally avoid the
threat of an in-flight collision by scanning an
area 60 degrees to the left and to the right of
your central vision area.
This doesn't mean you
should forget the rest of the area you can see from
your side wi ndows every few scans.
Hori zonta lly,
the statistics say, you will be safe if you scan
10 degrees up and down from your flight vector.
This will allow you to spot any aircraft that is
at an altitude that might prove hazardous to your
own flight path, whether it's level with you, below
and climbing, or above and descending.

But what happens when peripheral vision from
the opposite eye is obstructed by an object such
as a windshield centrepost? Now the brain cannot
fill in the image.
How large is the void? It's
about a one-and-a-half degree cone diverging from
the optic nerve.
Under some conditions it could
block instruments from view and will blank out a
707 two kilometres away.
A 747 \·lill disappear
three kilometres away.
You can find your blind spot on the picture
above.
Hold the picture at arms length with both
eyes· open, focusing on the cross on the left windshield.
Then bring the picture in until it is
almost touching your face.
With both eyes open
you should not lose sight of the 747 in the right
windshield.
Now close your left eye and try it
again. Keep your right eye focused on the cross as
you bring the picture in towards your face.
The
747 will disappear, then reappear as you draw the
picture closer.

In the circuit area especially, clear yourself
before every turn, and always watch for traffic
making an improper entry into the circuit.
On
descent and climb-out, make gentle S-turns to see
if anyone is in your way.
Make clearing turns,
too, before attempting any manoeuvres.

+

When your blind spot limitation is combined
with empty field myopia (the tendency of the eye
to focus at about six metres when there is nothing
to focus on), you can really appreciate your visual
limitations even under CAVOK conditions.

~
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S.A.H.G.A.

Sahga's

By Terry Tipstall

At a recent meeting to discuss the formation
of a League for S.A.H.G.A. pilots, Mr. Dag Ravers
was outspoken about the inclusion of sink-rate
type tasks.
Throwing his helmet on the ground
as he spoke, he said that sink-rate tasks were
impracticable with the new super gliders as a
single round could go on to well after sunset.
He suggested a 'first to the bottom' type task
would be more suitable.
He said that the formation of a league was an excellent idea - provided
that he won.
Commenting on a recent flight with
Randy Grower, where he failed to cross the gap
from Normanville and made an unusual landing on
HARS BAR ISLAND Dag said, "Grower was using
venomous snakes as ballast and dropping them onto
me from above, and th is forced me to drop out."
Grower was seen recently trying to remove a piece
of leading edge that had become wrapped around his
neck.

Coast Run - Cape Jervis to Normanville
The erection of a windsock on Rapid Head has
recently been completed but the sock has since been
blown away.
It is expected that it will be repaired shortly.
Pilots should check this before
attempting the Run.
The Run is open to H-4's
only and pilots sh.ould carry the following equipment

The construction of a trike by Ear Sweet
Person and Larry Loops suffered a major setback
recently when Loops completely wrote off the
Fledge in a mishap off Maslins Beach.
Loops was
gazing up the beach towards the nudists' end when
he launched, causing it to spin and crash on takeoff.
The pair had planned to bolt an old ceiling
fan to Sweetperson's lawnmower and use it to power
the Fledge for the purpose of taking aerial photos
of Maslins.
Searching the wreckage for several
hours, Sweetperson found an intact wingnut and
declared, "I think we can rebuild this".
Using a
budget of $6 million he plans to build the world's
first 'Bionic Fledgling'.

CB Radi 0
. Flares
. Life jacket
The Run takes approximately 4 hou rs so pil ots
They shou ld
shou ld leave as early as possible.
also arrange a pick-up vehicle.
Snapper Rocks
The signs have been completed and must be
erected when flying this site.
They are kept at
the house across the road from the take-off area.
If the owner is out they are located adjacent to
the southern fence, entry being obtained from the
~orthern side gate.
One sign is to be erected on
the beach and one at the take-off.
Pilots are
reminded that this is a H-4 site.
Sellicks
Top landing is now permissible at this site
but for H-4s and in light conditions only.
Ochre Point
Following some recent near mid air collisions
at this site pilots are requested to take more
ca re.
The maximum number of gliders permitted
on the main face is 4.
Therefore, pilots returning from the Maslins/Moana coast runs should land
as soon as possible if there are 4 or more already
t here.
Grant
The Club has received a grant of $600 from
the Oepartment of Recreation and Sport.
This has
been spent on a new training glider, 2 hand held
CB radios, 2 stop watches, a first aid kit and
some harnesses for training.
League
A league is being formed along the lines sugges ted by Gary Emu.
Admission is $2.
The aim is
to increase the standard of pilots and to help in
the selection of pilots for the 1982 Nationals.
r·10re details will be available shortly .
R. \'Jilkinson

In a surprise move recently, Mr. Rave BoringSmyth pulled his Twistie out of mothballs and
brought it to Ochre Point.
He said that with the
effect of anti-pollution gear, the new kites could
not compete with the kites of five years ago.
He blamed his lack of success in the nationals and
state competitions recently on this and said he
would enter the Twistie in the Veteran and Vintage
section of the 1982 Nationals.
The recent state competitions proved the
talent of local pilots for inventing new tasks.
During one morning when the conditions were unflyable, a one-on-one argueing and abuse throwing
task was devised.
This started after Craven
Drunk-n-sloppy had soared the lee-side rotor of
the ridge.
Detriment the flying wonder had insinuated that his mother wore footware of a military style.
Craven then accused Detriment of
being an I.R.A. member and said that his mother
held a job at the airport kick-starting jumbo
jets.
He went on to say that Detriment's neighbours had complained when Det's mother had put her
underwear on the line, as they lost an hour of
sunlight.
At this stage a morning of open argueing was declared and teams were quickly formed.
Unfortunately, this had to be stopped when conditions improved to make way for a more conventional
cross country task.
Some of the newer members of
the Club, who thought the argueing was serious,
were relieved to hear that it was all just part of
the fun of the 1981 S.A. State Competitions.
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NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GLIDING ASSOClATION
P.o. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232.

NSWHGA Championships
vJanted
Someone (experienced pilot H4-5) to organize and
run the championships at Stanwe11 Park (or other
venue) during the week 12th-20th December. This
will be a PAID position.
If it is run at Stanwe11 Park contest details from
last year could be utilised.
Running a contest is more fun than competing.
~ang

2-3 Contest:

Know Yovr IJH,fvok

A contest is being organised for early November.
This contest will be a one weekend contest.
Details shall be published in a future issue of
Skysailor.
KURNELL

qrlt:l SlrJty

J.e,Ja/

IN STOCK:
ALTIMASTER II
THE NEW ALTIMASTER IV

-------------HARNESSES: PA/CLOUDEASE PRONE
PA/CLOUDEASE COCOON
!>lOYES PRONE
PARACHUTES: PA BACK- UP CHUTE
VARIOJVIETERS: LITEK hlJNNINGBIRD
WDEL VE-10
HALL AIRSPEED INDICATORS AGV HEIJfJETS
FLIGHT SUITS INSTRUEE NT PANELS
BONAITI CARABINERS EDELRID STATIC
CLIMBING ROPE HANG LOOPS PAGEN BOOKS
POSTERS T SHIR'IS JVIAG AZI NES AI~D i';ORE

Our Training Officer advises that a lot of
people using the site at Kurne11 are not members
of H.G.F.A.
If you are teaching anyone to fly,
it is your responsibility to ensure that he takes
out at least a short term Membership of H.G.F.A.
Forms are readily available from either H.G.F.A.
or N.S.H.H.G.A.
To those using Kurne11, please wear proper
gear (i.e. helmets etc.), and use your common
sense so that you do not inconvenience other users
of the site (e.g. - bring your kite back up to
the top around the sides and not straight up the
front, where others are \~aiting to take off).
. It is the responsibility of everyone flying

ell to conduct their activities properly and

ENQUIRE AEOUT OUR SOARING TRIPS
FOR NOVICE rILOTS AI,D J.,.DV. SOAH. ILG
AND CONPETI'l'ION COURSES 4~'iD MiD RADIOS
SUPPLIED LIMITED SPACES lO O ~. EARLY

lly.

Greg Tanner (President) (02) 411 5373
Rob de Groot (Training Officer) (02) 693 8584

NSWHGA Seminar

C~OUD88SE

When can cloud cover be described as nine (9) okta?
vJhat is the difference between altocumulus mammatus
and altocumulus caste11anus?

hang gliding centre

Come along to the meteorology seminar on September
3 and be "Eddy-fied".
.

499 CROWN 5t SURRY HILLS 2010
PHONE 6988584

Sports House, 157 Gloucester Street, Sydney, at

1..:1.9

p.r:1.
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Listen Clark, don't commit yourself right
away; talk it over with Lois, straighten out the
problems I believe you have been having with trailing edge flutter and if you would like to have a
shot at picking up $50,000 prize money write to:

Adventure - Man
Mr. C. Kent,
c/- Telecom Australia.
A Dr. Wh~eler of California, U.S.A., has
written to me advising of an event to be known as
"The Adventure Decathlon" which will be held from
early October to December 1981.
The idea is that
ten of the World's best athletes will compete
against each other in a Decathlon of Adventure
Sports.
These sports would seem to be tailormade to your reputed abilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Adventure Decathlon
c/o Wheeler Adventures,
427 North Camden Drive,
Beverly Hills, CA 90210,
U.S.A.
Safe soaring.

Sky-diving at Perris Valley, California.
Hang gliding at Pine Flats, San Bernadino
Mountains, California.
The U.S. Army ' s Jungle Survival Course in
the Florida Everglades.
Big wall rock-climbing in the High Sierra
of Cal ifornia.
Ocean wind surfing at Maui, Hawaii.
Motocross at Carlsbad Raceway, California.
Race car driving at Laguna Seca Raceway,
Monterey, California.
White water kayaking, Bottom Moose River,
New York.
Ice boat racing, Trenton, Lake Ontario,
Canada.
The one-man luge, Lake Placid, New York.

An alternative event:
Placid, New York.

Warwick Blair.
c.c. Mr. C. Reeves.
P.S. Any other Superman out there who feels he can
meet the eligibility criteria should write
immediately to the above address, otherwise
you might be left in the luge.

SKYSAILOR

Downhill ski-racing, Lake

BACK
ISSUES
.
.
.

Prize money of $50,000 plus $25,000 worth of sport
equipment is offered and contestants living and
travel expenses will be paid during the period of
the Decathlon .

The following back issues of SKYSAILOR are
available from TAHGA at the amazing price
of

A Journalist of your reputation would easily be able
to meet the minimum requirements for applying to
compete, i.e.:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

r1I\ rJ.

~
per issue,
~~ ~ including postage

Class C parachuting licence or equivalent,
with an ability to use a ram-air canopy.
A Hang 3 rating or equivalent in hang gliding.
Documented ability to lead a 5.8 pitch in
rock climbing.
Documented ability to run Class III-IV
whitewater and execute an Eskimo Roll.
Intermediate familiarity with motorcycles,
some form of sailing and skiing.

Note that not all issues are in stO t
Send your order and money to TAHGA,
Box 4 Holme Building,
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, 2006.
Real
Sep
Apr
Aug

I understand that training courses will be
given to Contestants prior to events in windsurfing,
race-driving, motocross, ice-boating and the luge.
Acting in your interests, I have extracted a
personal promise from Steve Moyes that he will
empty his pockets of all traces of kryptonite before entering any of the above events.
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oldies
'75
'76
'76

1980
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Jun
Ju1
Aug
Sep

1981
Jan
Feb
Apr
May
Jun

MOYES MEGA III, A BETTER GLIDER
U.S.H.G.M .A. CERTIFIED

'"

"-r

/

AUSTRALIA, THROUGH STEVE MOYES, HAS BEGUN TO BREAK THE DOMINATION OF THE AMERICANS
IN 2 OF THE MOST PRESTIGEOUS COMPETITIONS IN THE WORLD: THE CLASSIC AND THE CERRO
GORDO CUP .
WHEREAS OTHER PILOTS WERE FLYING NON STANDARD, SUPER LIGHT GLIDERS THAT COST 3
TIMES AS ~·1UCH AS A NORMAL GLIDER, STEVE OPTED TO FLY A STANDARD MEGA I II, GIV ING
AWAY AN ALLEGED EDGE IN GLIDE ANGLE FOR THE ADDED CONFIDENCE OF HAVING A GLIDER
THAT HE COULD TRUST AND FEEL SAFE ON THROUGHOUT THE "RIGOROUS CONDITIONS HE WAS
FACING.
SO WHEN FACTORY PILOTS WERE BEGINNING TO QUESTION THE CAPABILITIES OF THEIR VERY
EXPENSIVE NEH GLIDERS, STEVE CAME A GOOD THIRD AT BISHOP ONLY TO FOLLQl.l THAT HITH
A RESOUNDING WIN AT CERRO GORDO, SHOWING THAT CONFIDENCE IN YOUR OWN GLIDER IS
AS IMPORTANT AS GL IDER PERFORMANCE .
~IITH THE 14 YEAR TRACK RECORD THE r10YES' HAVE, IT ' S NOT SURPRISING THAT THEY'RE
ABLE TO PUT TOGETHER A RUGGED DEPENDABLE GLIDER WITH COMPETITION PER~ORMANCE. THE
t1EGA II 1.
STOP

PRESS ~ : ~

STEVE COMES 2ND IN A ~1EGA III AT

~ROUSE ~OU~ITAIN.

PHONE THE FACTORY - 387 6114
173 BRONTE ROAD, WAVERLEY 2024

VAtJCOUVER

IRISHMAN DOES "GOOO" IN THE

OWENS VALLEY

Eventually the crap I had been maintaining in
became more organised and I climbed at 200 f.p.m.,
around the corner of New York Butte and up its
face to the top of the spine.
At about 17,000 ft.
there was a cloud street stretching for about 50
miles.
Gaining altitude to within a thousand feet
of its base it was possible to dolphin soar
(Thermal ~Iithout turning).
By slowing down when
the vario read 800 f.p.m. or more and flying flatout the rest of the time, height was maintained
between 14,000 and 16,500 ft .
Flying along I
spotted Jarman and Scott and we travelled along
together alternately taking the lead.

\'i hat's it going to be then, eh? The mercury
station wagon was clipping 75 m.p.h. as it rolled
down the Sierras laden with kites and five bodies:
Jeff Scott of America, the two Ians, Jarman and
0' Nei 11, Rob de Groot and mys elf.
We had arrived early to practice for the X.C .
Classic, and had been sleepi ng at 9,000 ft., to
prepare our bodies for the high altitude flying to
come.
It was 8 a.m. and looking across the Owens
Valley we could see cumulus forming at about
16,000 ft.
The radio annou ncer came over the FM,
"For Bishop and the high dese rt, the winds will be
from the North, - check that, south at 10 m.p.h.".
Iolell we decided, it looked like a day to 'do' Cerro
Gordo.

We passed Winedumma, a rocky pinnacle, by
legend a petrified indian shot by a jealous husband. (Seems that things never change!)
About
half an hour later we came to the first major
Here
break in the mountain chain, Westgard Pass.
there is about a 15 mile gap consisting of rolling
hills with no retrieval road running anywhere near
the base of the mountains.
There would cHinite1y
be a tricky landing and a long wait for a retrieval
vehicle for those that land here.

Everything was fitting together perfectly.
By various sleights-of-hand we had obtained a
driver, our good friend Don, a four wheel drive,
and now the weather.
In Bishop we quickly transferred the gliders onto the red toyota, loaded up
with water and chocolate bars and began the drive
to Lone Pine.

I took a thermal and stayed circling in the
lift as ,the southerly wind drifted me across.
At
12,000 ft. and a of the distance the lift died .
I glided towards the pass road getting lower and
lower in the strong sink.
At 6,000 ft. I began
selecting my landing spot when a Jolt under one
wing spun the kite.
Turning hard the other way,
the glider's nose was pushed towards the sky as a
vario pegging thermal rocketed me back to 14,000
ft.
From here it was a relatively easy matter of
pointing the toes and squeaking every inch of 1.d.
to get to Black Mountain on the far side of the
gap.

*

The road creeps up through the canyons from
here.
I'le stopped at the old ghost town, a relic
of the silver mining days, to pay the customary
dollar to the old hobbo who lives in one of the
shacks.
We continued on to the top and found George
Worthington (who doesn't look a day over 97), Butch
Peachy and two other pi lots.
Unfortuna te ly, the
wind was blowing down, so wh ile Peachy and Worthington drove to a more shelte red take-off we set
up.
We had decided that we could jump off the
back of the mountain.
The launch on this side is
towards Saline Valley, one of the most desolate
places on earth.
The plan was to fly through a
gap in the mountain chain if we encountered no lift.

One hundred miles was beeping in my brain.
It looked a simple matter to fly the next 35 miles
to the end of the range as a cloud street continued
into the distance, unbroken.
But as in all simple
looking things there is often great difficulty.

Suddenly all hell broke loose as the wind
shifted sides on the mountai n.
Dust devils raced
backwa rds and for;.la rds through the set up a rea.
We were being showered with rocks sucked up as the
willy willys cracked like whips!

Finding it impossible to climb above the top
of the mountain spine, I had to be content with
jumping from canyon to canyon.
It was possible
to fly the sunny faces of these chasms, which were
now orientated into the late afternOOn sun.
By
climbing apout a thousand feet in the scrappy lift
you were able to shoot across the gap to the next
1i kely spot.

Hmmmm! I thought, but conditions then seemed
to stabilise upslope, so throwing our gliders
together, we prepared to launch.
Ian Jarman launched first in his 150 ~1ega 3,
but didn't seem to make any 'contact', so began the
long glide out to the landing area . Not wishing to
hang a round wi th the poss i bil i ty of more dus t devil s
I launched.
After battling to get into my new
cocoon harness a thermal lifted me to 5,000 ft.
above the 9,000 ft. take -off.
It seemed like an
opportune time to head for New York Butte, but as
I headed north, little progress could be made
through some heavy sink.
Quickly I found myself
scratching amongst the canyons , in some turbulent
bubbles coming off a sunny facing slope.
I looked
back and saw Rob de Groot sai ling north, many
thousands of feet above my head.

At White Mountain, I was finally able to get
above the top of the mountains (at this pOint
14,000 a.s.1.).
Climbing past a snow field
glistening in the sun, I knew that the 100 miles
was at last certain.
Gliding under the cloud
street Boundary t~untain was reached at the end
of the range.
Being really tired after a five hour flight
at high altitude, I had decided to land at Jonie's
ranch, a bordello in the Nevada desert.
I knew
that this was 103 miles from Cerro Gordo and that
there was a $50 note in my back pocket wondering
what to do with itself.
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Over boundary I met Scott and Jarman, who had
been flying as a team using their C.B.'s . They
were gaining altitude for the long glide out over
the flatlands.
Suddenly trouble hit.
After two
hours of scratching, I entered a huge convergence
zone!
With the glider in a steeply banked turn,
I was still going up at over 1,000 f.p.m. Looking
up and expecting to see a towering cumulus over
my head, I was greeted with the sight of some light
cumulus at about 16,000 ft.

HANG GLIDING
ACCESSORIES
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness
and canopy manufacturers

I thought to myself, like in the old Lassie
movies, "I think he's trying to tell me something!"
So with renewed vigour I headed off into the
desert.
Conditions were now really smooth and
light and I flew on a few miles eventually landing unceremoniously on the highway running from
Basa It to f.li na.

The Back-up Chute
complete $320.00

Deluxe Prone Harness

Brushing the dust from my glasses, I let out
a whoop of delight as I had completed my ambition
of the last four years.

$79.00
Stirrup $8.50

I broke the glider down, stretched out and
blissfully awaited the retrieval vehicle.
Prologue:
That day the second and third longest flights
in the world were made.
Jeff Scott
Ian Jarman

Altimeter
$78.00

124 mil es
123 miles

Hummingbird Vario

Rob de Groot flew 114 miles and I flew 111
miles.
In all, eight people achieved the 100
mile mark from Cerro Gordo.

$171.00

Col Barry

Summer Harness
$81.00

C&D H/G Helmet
$46.00

Kite Bag
$52.00

*If it's not listed ask us.

NEED A RATING:
CONTACT NSWHGA TRAINING OFFICER
Rob de Groot on 698 8584.

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIArn:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211·5555

Rob will give you the names and telephone
numbers of the nearest Safety Officers.
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\J ICTORIN'oI H~G GLIDING ASSOCIATION INC ,

1981

Victorian Competitions
1981 VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Competition for Hang 4 and Hang 5 pilots, and the
top 5 pilots from the Hang 3 Qualifier.

HANG 3 QUALIFIER (and Fly-In)

This will be a One-on-One competition with a minimum of 8 rounds.

Competition for Hang 3 pilots ONLY, and Fly-In for
other pilots qualified to fly at the site in use.

It will be held over 2 weekends, with 2 back-up
weekends:

This will be a One-on-One competition, and the no.
of rounds will depend on the no. of pilots entered.

1st weekend - October 31st, November
3rd (Melbourne Cup) at
Elephant
2nd weekend - November 14th and 15th
Ballarat area
1st back-up - November 28th and 29th
Yea area
2nd back-up - December 12th and 13th
Elephant

It will be held over 2 weekends, with a third weekend as a back-up:
1st weekend - September 5th and 6th at
~lt. El ephant
2nd weekend - September 19th and 20th in the
Ball arat area
- October 3rd and 4th at Mt.
Back-up
Elephant
Entries close August 28th.

Entries close October 23rd

$10 Entry Fee

1981 VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING CH~1PIONSHIPS/HANG 3 QUALIFIER
ENTRY FORM
(cross out whichever is not applicable)
NAME •...........•............... . •..

PHONE ............ .

ADDRESS
MEMBERSHIP NO ..... .. .......... ..

RATING .............. .

I, the above named pilot acknowledge that I am entering this
competition on the following conditions:1.

I will obey all the competition rules.

2.

I will comply with all the requests of officials and
organisers of the competition.

3.

I warrant and promise that I am physically and mentally
fit and competent to take part in the competition, and
that I am a skilled pilot who will be able to fly at the
competition sites safely.

4.

I hereby certify that the information provided above is
true, to the best of my knowledge.

5.

I promise, contract and undertake not to commence any
action against the organisers, officials, sponsors,
Councilor property owner or against any other person,
either directly or indirectly associated with the competition, to recover any damages of any kind as a result
of injury or damage arising out of the competition.

Date
SIGNATURE OF ENTRANT
SIGNATURE OF WITNESS
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$10 Entry Fee
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

I am writing to you to provide an interesting
story for your readers.
Back in the ea~ly days
of hang gliding, when men were men and kltes were
kites, I had a nagging idea that if suspe~sion
worked well on my Yamaha 250 ~10to Cross bl ke then
it must work on my SL 220 glider.
So, after
paying off what lowed on it~ I began work on.the
first automatic billow changlng, shock absorblng
hang glider.
I put motorcycle shock absorbers.into.my cr?ss
bars which enabled the sail to pull tlght ln a dlve
but billovi in a stall.
The idea seemed o.k., it
would allow me to turn and yet get the best of both
worlds.
So much for the theory.
Now for the
practical.
Not so easy, as I found out!. My
mechanical ability was a product of expedlency and
common sense.

o

Learner's

Shock .Absorbers

Point of View

The glider flew as I predicted but the~e was.
an error.
The springs in the cross bars dld thelr
job but they also became uncontrol~able, th~re I was
hurtling down my training slope, alrborne wlth a
glider which continued to accelerate faster and
faster with no willingness to slow down.
I had all
sorts of visions of what my friends were going to say
when I crashed.

Where do you find the answers to the theory
questions?
You haven't sent for the Dennis Pagen
books or scouted around the lending libraries.
There is an easy solution!
Borrow your little brother's mini cassette
recorder and keep a watch on the known drinking
haunts of the elite Safety Officers.
The opportunity will occur when you see a lone S.O. waiting
for his peers.
Curb your patience until he gets
into his fifth schooner then introduce yourself .
"Hello, I'm Noel.
You remember me, Noel Nosein.
I'm learning Hang I".
Ignore the fact that he
keeps looking past your shoulder at the door and
down at his watch (use the chance to check your
Ease into question 1.
Be
questions list).
careful and subtle to begin with. "Did you have
trouble judging ground speed and air speed when you
were being taught to take off and land? " etc. etc.

A very large boulder came to my aid. . It
struck the wing tip and spun me.
The leadln~
edaes now being flexible simply absorbed the lmpact and I was ready to fly again.
I didn't.
I simply went home and tried to solve the problem.
About a year later, or so, I purchas~d.a Wings
Kestrel 2.
After finding it not to my llklng, I
started to work on it with my suspension concept,
but not knowing how to solve the problem in my
SL 220 I decided to use the oil filled dampening
units ~hich are standard in suspension systems in
cars and motor bikes.
This would stop the springs
from becoming uncontrollable, but only heaven knows
what it would do to the handling department.

By the time you work through to No. 18 he
might look like clamming up and his mates are bound
to show up any minute.
Try these in quick succession so that he's only got time to answer the last
one when his brain stops swimming.
"How's your
F100 going? Do you get good petrol consumption in
overdrive towing a 27ft. caravan on the Princess
Highway? What? Yours is a ~1ini Moke?" (Oops
slipped up there, shouldn't have given him time to
answer, quick back to hang gliding.)

Anyway, in they went and my fri ends. and . I
.
headed down to the training slope.
Agaln dlsappolntment set in.
The pitch control became radically
short and there was no roll control.
The glider
had a natural tendency to sit 45 degrees to the
wind and side slip down the hill.
So, rather than
give up we simply flew it that way for the rest of
the day.
Well by then I had some idea of what was
happening but a lot more experimenting was still to
come.
This was only sorted out another year later
when I purchased a Cohen Nimbus and an expensive
set of motor cycle shock absorbers.
The inner workings of the dampening units had to be completely
reversed, which was a difficult job, but nevertheless
well worth the time and effort.
For success at
last, the glider flew magnificently.
It would turn
with absolute precision, accelerate better and fly
slower.

"Do you think I should start off with a Swift
or a Mega 3? Do you reckon it's a waste buying
a hang harness or get straight into a cocoon?
Should I have an altimeter calibrated from 0-10,000
ft. or a to 25,000 ft.? Why does a glider feel
sluggish crossing a slope in a light wind?" That's
what a salesman calls closing the sale.
The only
way I can see this last routine not working is if
he dashes out to the toilet or his mates arrive
too soon.
In that case use the identical routine
out at a site.
Pick out an S.O. who is doing his
pre-flight while contemplating an unassisted sheer
cliff take-off in an unpredictable wind.
Geo. Smith, N.S.W.

I knew then that I had achieved something of
sianificance to the hang gliding community.
There
was a problem though.
How cou~d an~ manu~ac~urer
incorporate a sophistjcated devlce llke thlS lnto a
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taken my hand off the control bar in mid
flight so I was too petrified to attempt
it for fear of crashing).
Or,

production kite.
So, development stopped.
It
was now just a one off machine and my friends and
I were the only ones who were involved.

(ii) Flying straight down the hill and hoping
all would be o.k. (a painful option even
though it was only a 30 second flight).

After I came back from New Zealand, double
surface gliders with floating cross bars were
becoming the 'state of the art'.
Here was the
answer.
Suspension could be incorporated easily
and cheaply.
So I leave it up to progress (and
the future) as it becomes more evident and plays a
greater role in the advancement of hang gliding.

My choice was either pain or the fearful
prospect of 'letting go'.
I held on.
I still
come out in a cold sweat at the thought of it.
That was quite some time ago.
I'm now
flying prone, at last.
But that 30 second flight
still causes me pain.
Everything feels o.k. but
it won't be long till I have a doctor check me
over to find the cause of my pain.

C.P. Skeates,
Queanbeyan, N.S.W.

Crash or Crush

The moral, fellow learners: get them out
That way you
of the way before you take off.
won't have to decide whether to crash or to crush:
r,ly pre-flight check now includes two 'hang-checks'.
From a V.H.G.A. member.

A few months ago at a well known training
site I had a slight mishap.
Herein lies the yarn.
I took off in my old standard kite, using a
borrowed, only slightly adjustable 'hanging' or
'para' type harness.
All was terrific until I
was gently lifted into the air ... when ... aah!
(squash).
This is men's talk from here on girls,
so bear with me.
~ly harness being slightly too
loose around the legs, and my undies not being
tight enough I had the excruciatingly painful
choice of either:(i) Taking one hand from the control bar to
adjust my wayward testicle. (I had never

I
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WINGS WEST
HANG GLIDING SPECIALTIES

.''-....... $:

Australian Distributor to Flight Designs

NOW IN STOCK!
Flight Designs variometers at ~160.00 e~ch.
They
are custom made for Flight Deslgns by Lltek who are
the manufacturers of Hummingbird variometers.
STATISTICS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Three (3) mode audio
1200'/min. up and down scale
Audio alarm at 70Q'/min. down
Battery on outside of case for ease
of changing
Smart matt black and silver case

Due to unavoidable cost increases Flight DeSigns
back up parachutes will be, with the arrival of
the October shipment,going up to $345.00.
However, existing stocks are still available at
$310.00 until the new shipment arrives.

phone Stubby
29

ALL PRICES POST PAID IN AUSTRALIA

{09) 277 9841

Great Eastern Hwy.

South Guilford,
Western
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6055.

Australia

ACT

Hang gliding
Association

CLOSURE OF A.C.T. HANG GLIDING SITES
Hang gliding in the A.C.T. has recently come
to a stand-still.
The reason for this being that
all A.C.T. hang gliding sites are within the air
traffic control zone 1imit (A.tLO. 95.8).
This
zone extends to a radius from the airport of up to
20 nautical miles.
Although the A.C.T.H.G.A. has
always known this fact we have been under the
impression in the past that we had been allowed
to fly at our sites.
Of late, however, aircraft
have reported hang gliders operating within the
control zone.

Scared?
You should be ...
if your chute fabric
- like Ugly's sheet is not certified!
It could let you down
when you least expect it.
We only use certified
FIll material in our
back-up chutes.
Ask for our test certificate.
(Ugly just didn't think
it mattered!)

Since this time the A.C.T.H.G.A. executive
has ins tructed tha t NO fl yi ng is to be performed
under any circumstances, at any site within the
zone until further notice is given.
These sites
are as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Pig Hill
Williamsdale
Giralang
Lake George
fll,t. Spri ng
Tidbinbilla

(These 6 sites include ALL of the A.C.T.H.G.A. 's
sites.)
Because the A.C.T.H.G.A. is responsible for
all hang-gliding activities in the A.C.T. it is concerned that legal status be obtained for all its
sites.
The association at the present time is
preparing a submission which will be sent to the
Department of Transport.
The submission will
request concessions against A.N.O. 95.8 for all
the sites previously mentioned.

BACK-UP CHUTE
complete ... $320

The association realises the problems within
the control zone and therefore it is endeavouring
to create a higher level of safety, not only for
hang gliding enthusiasts but for all other airtraffic which operate within the zone.
With the A.C.T.H.G.A. showing a responsible
attitude over this critical situation, it demands
that NO local or visiting flyers are to fly at any
of the-above-mentioned sites until further notice
is given.
Any irresponsible actions by any flyer
could see the permanent loss of all hang gliding
sites in the A.C.T.
(Report by Brett Freebody)

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAr:n:
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010
Tel. (02) 211-5555
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HUNG OUT??

Queensland News

CAPRI-CAPERS

The ~linds have been fickle folks.
~Jell, at
least things have been consistent.
Westerlies
have pumped through for the last 8 weeks.
Oh
frustration! Oh boredom!
In fact "dammit et
blasten" (a quote from those literary masterpieces
the War Comic).
So what's been happening to
keep the sanity among the locals with sparrow
tendencies???

State Co-ordinator
Graham Pukallus

Jim's been getting some hours in on the 20~
Pelican ride outside the local newsagent.
He and
Marion have set up a shop selling wood chips (deep
fried, of course), model planes and other assorted
paraphenalia.
Good luck in the new venture kiddos.

1.
The North Queensland Hang Gliding Championships are to take place on 3-4 October at Eunge11a.
This competition is being organised by Ron Draper
and Graham Etherton who have also arranged accommodation at the Chalet, where the take off ramp is
now situated.
The cost of accommodation is $18.00
a double and $12.00 a single with $20.00 per pilot
entry fee.
There is a considerable amount of prize
money (in excess of $600.00) plus trophies so this
competition will be well worth the effort.
For
further inform ation entrants can contact Ron
Draper at home on (079) 451745 or at work on (079)
451803.

Despite the lack of wind people have kept
active.
A couple of new sites have been located.
Thoughts for a ramp and an inland thermal1ing site
of Buffalo proportions are in hand, but Duffy isn't
giving away many secrets.
New

~1embers

Ros, Glen, 2 Peters and Fred from Moranbah
are all superkeen learners.
Travelling 4 or 5
hours on the prospect of a fly is about as keen as
you can get.
Hopefully, the winds will improve
so that these people get a few decent early flights.
Anyway, welcome to the Cap. Skyriders and possibly
C.Q.H.G.A.
Our club has a good safety record;
the club has few rules, but one which should be
strictly adhered to is that grog is definitely
out until a flying day is over - enough said.

2.
The arrangements for this year's Fly-A-Thon
have at last been finalised as we look forward to
raising a spectacular amount for the Guide Dogs
for the Blind Association.
The Q.H.G.A. executive
is looking forward to seeing a good roll up of participants from allover South-East Queensland on
the day of 2nd August.
3.
The next Seminar on 31st August at the Royal
Mail Hotel, Goodna, will be the last in the series
on cross country flying, given by our resident
sailplane instructor, George Edwards, so we hope
to see a good roll up at this final stage of
George's lectures.

Recent Flights

"Geoff's Rainbow"

My first thoughts on reaching the take-off
area at Carlo's Blow, Rainbow Beach was that there
were too many kites in the air.
I mean we rarely
have more than 4 people flying Rita Mada at any
one time.
Then I sat in stunned silence as I
watched guys pulling off wing-overs less than 100'
above take-off.
Our 1oca 1 "gun-ho flyers?" are
rarely seen pulling off such stunts.

4.
The final seminars for the next two months
will be firstly a parachute repacking demonstration
with a film showing a true to life deployment
taken in America.
This seminar would have to be
a must for all hang glider pilots who are serious
about their flying.
The second seminar is a comprehensive first aid course presented by a senior
medical officer, so we hope to be able to cover
quite a range of subjects before the year's end.

After biting my finger nails for about! an
hour and then having a rave to some of the locals,
I decided that I had better get myself moving towards the sky.
So after nervously setting my
"Eagle 7" up I recruited David Oxley and another
of his crazy EF5 flying friends to help me take
off.

If anyone wishes to suggest a subject which
5.
we haven't covered please notify the Q.H.G.A.
executive of your ideas and we will endeavour to
do what we can to help.

The actual take off was very smooth as the
wind was square on at 15 to 20 mph.
However,
it seemed really eerie flying at approximately
10 to 20' above the sand - the way out of the blow.
On reaching the front of the blow there is no
going back as the only way is skyward, with at
least 10 kms of soarab1e dunes and what seems to
be a lift band of infinite width.
There is ample
flying space for at least 50 kites.

FOR SALE
AUSTRALIA'S HIGHEST PERFORMING HANG GLIDER
Professionally built by Southern Hang Gliding,
this EF6 12 metre rigid wing is in mint condition.
With multicoloured double-surfaced rudders in
tasteful red, orange and yellow and fully anodized
frame and components the glider comes complete
kite, rudder and rib bags.
AT $990, THIS SEASON'S BEST VALUE
Call: Craig Aitken A.H. 03-429-3001
B.H. 03-62-0471

Flying at heights of over 1,000 ft above
Rainbow for the first time can only be described
as a real B U Z Z Z z z z (spelt with 1,000
ft capital letters!).
After experiencing the
buzzz the only advice which I can offer to those
of you who have yet to fly Rainbow is to get there
fast and do it soon.
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Queens/and

S/~es

Kroombit Tops

Cape Hillsborough

You'll have to ask Brian Duffy, he recently
visited the Kroombits and came away yabbering
The
about parachutes, varios and gelignite.
lad's not saying much but he was seen to flap his
arms, birdman fashion, and make twisted noises ...
hmmm??

A SW/SE and SEINE take off into some brilliant tropical Queensland scenery.
Two sites
available at about 440 feet.
The easterly takeoff offers a series of ridges and cliff faces .
Kookaburra describes the flying as "magic", 2,000
ft. to be gained on useful days.

Phil Whiteley

Access is via the Seaforth Road. Turn right
at the Leap Hotel.
You have to walk through
scrub to take-off and it's of no value on a marginal day.
Cape Hillsborough is a National Park.
The ranger lives about 6 kms from the park, on the
right as you drive down the main road.

Sadly folks Phil has left us for greener
pastures in the Brisbane environs.
Losing someone
who has been a friend, both on the ground and in the
air, is a good time to take stock of the people with
whom you fly.
We are each reliant upon the other .
Take heed of a respected fellow flier's comments .
He may save you a life.
To Phil, the very best
from all of us.
Your knowledge of aeronautics
will definitely be our loss.

Peases Lookout
A trip up the brilliant Pioneer Valley to the
Eungella Chalet - always an impressive sight.
Breeze was non-existent so we looked at Peases
Lookout for a still wind take off.
Geoff K.,
Bill P., and I made our first flights from the
portable ramp.
At 2,200 ft. the step off is
mind boggling.
The ramp is in two sections and
attaches to the mesh fence guarding the lookout.
Winter cane crops are about 6' high and open landing areas are restricted.
Mind you, cane makes a
soft landing.
Peases is part of the Eungella
National Park and a permit is required to fly .
Some selfish people used the ramp without a permit.
The rangers have since removed it to the head office
at Broken River.
You must have the piece of paper
to get the ramp.
Local attitudes to fliers are
good so life is easy.

Donations
To the amazement and delight of the crowd,
Mr. Fraser donated $10 to the club.
Impressed
by the flying he saw at Eungella he suggested we
take the money and use it to best advantage.
Thanks ~lr. F.
Ros won a meat tray at the Emu Park pub and
put it into a bar.b.q at Searle's place.
Perhaps
the prize will be a year's supply of lentils next
time Ros.
T-Shirts
The club logo is being printed in bold colours
onto the T-shirt of your choice.
Name your size,
etc., and Ros will produce the article.
Cost is
around $6 but this is subject to change, like the
cruddy wind.

Bel thorpe
Belthorpe lies west (roughly) of the Glass
House Mountains.
A valley facing SSE, with takeoff at 300 m a.g.l., forms the site.
Thermal and
X-country flights are possible.
Th ough the amount
of thermal development was limited both Jim and I
had a brilliant session.
Ji m scratched around for
the best part of two hours showing a little of the
sixth sense required to stay aloft in marginal
conditions.
It was probably his first s ignificant
flight since National Park - good one James!!

Site Details
The site guides have been finalized and will
be available a.s.a.p.
They're mainly directed at
visitors but everyone will receive a copy - comments would be welcome but only nice ones.
Promi ses lots
(Editor would like one, please.
Ed. )
and lots of super nice comments!

F1axtons
! hour's drive from Nambour into the hinterland around Mapleton.
An easterly site 150 m a.g .
1. with a short ramp take-off, only yard s away
from the main Mapleton-Flaxton road.
A top landing can be effected by gaining height above the
main flying ridge and going "over the back" to
Carter's Farm (Em's farm).

New Sites
The range running from Browns t o Yeppoo n may
provide a 250 m a.s.l. ESE tak e-off.
Some work
would need to be done to construct a ramp.
The
site would qive similar thermal potenti al s t o
Browns, though some better opportunities t o get
away across country are available with Mt. Barmoya
300 m downwind from the take-off point .
It is
hoped that we shall complete arrangements with the
owner Mr. And er son a .s .a. p. Walking to take-off
along an ope n grad ed t ra ck i s necessary at present .
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SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Stan Roy, ms.12071 ChevaIIum Road.
Palmwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185
BACK UP PARACHUTES
Sun Coast Light weight Thin Pack, 22 ft canopy
Near new 24 ft Windhavens with inspection certificate
Faired ballast bag (butts up to chute)

$320
$280
$15

VARIOS
Hummingbird Dmodel with adjustable sink alert
Colver 5 XC Model
Ball 620H
Ball 631 Digital Vario/Altimeter

$170
$220
$270
$435

AL TIMETERS
Thommen 2000 (wrist strap $7 extra)
3 Needle aircraft, weighs 8 ozs, sensitive

$115
$150

HELMETS
Leaf
Windhaven
New Lightweight helmet to AS 2063

$40
$45
$38

HARNESSES
Never before in Australia has so much research been put into developing
The result is a range of harharnesses for the hang gliding pilot.
ness to fit the needs of every pilot with the utmost attention to comfort.
Construction of the main body is of H.D. 11 oz Cordura cloth (much stronger
and far more stretch resistant than the 8 ox Nylon Parapak normally used).
Option of closed cell foam (never before offered in Australia) or quality
open cell ,~density foam.
Closed cell is far more stretch resistant
but rolls up a bit bulky, the open cell is not as stable but rolls up more
compactly.
Shoulder pads are now of the smoother Nylon Parapak with webbing backing
and thick open cell foam for the ultimate comfort.
All suspension systems now use quality Mountaineering rope with certified
seat belt webbing anchorages.
Standard Suspension, Short
Standard Suspension, Midi
Run-Thru Main, Short
Add-on Coccoon Boot
Full one-piece Coccoon
Padded leg straps
Buckle adjustment (leg or mains)
Stirrup on coccoon
Run-Thru Mains (Equalizer pulleys on 4 main suspension points)

$80
$90
$88
$40
$105
$8
$8
$5
$8

HAVERSAK FLITE KIT BAG
Leaves both hands free for carrying glider, has wide, thick,
soft s houlder pads to support glider weight. Construction
of H.D. Cordura, double stitched, H.D. zip top, internal
side and back pockets.
Double thickness bottom, adjustable
straps, rolls up s~all to fit in L.E. pocket when flying

$38

PILOT GLASSES VAURNET
Emphasize cloud development, greatly reduce ultra viol et rays.
With or without side shields. 2 models.

$35 or $58

WINDCHEATER
Pull-over type, 5 colour print "Suncoast Hang Gliders" or
"Hang gliding a natural high"
Contrast trim T-shirts with same designs
LEATHER GLOVES
Sk i type, fl eecy 1 i ned - sma 11, medi um or 1a rge
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$16
Posted
$9.50
Posted
$15

The Gossamer Dream

Today, June 12, 1979, is it.
The gleaming Albatross is ready.
Every ounce of
weight has been carefully checked.
Just enough
drinking Nater to replenish my vital body fluids
for the two-hour fl ight is stored in a pl astic
container with a drinking tube. Even the electric
batteries powering the altimeter and air-speed
instruments are si zed to a two- hour capacity.

There's a God- gi v~n strength i n all of us,
just waiting to be called forth.
By Bryan Allen
Bakersfield California
(Reprinted from Guideposts, Jul y 1980)

As I look out over the water, which laps quietly
at the rocks below, I wonder, will I make it? I
remember what my coach, Joe t1astropaolo, said
about the undreamed-of capabilities within us. An
Olympic rowing coach, Joe said his experience has
shown him that these reserves are available, if we
call on them.

It is early :norning near the little British to~m
of Folkestone, where I stand gazing into the gray
mist over the English Channel.
Somewhere beyond
if lies the greatest challenge I have ever faced.

"Having faith is knowing" he said.
"Know that
you'll succeed and you wi 11" .
He termed thi s a
God-given force that men and women have call ed
upon through the ages to accomplish marvelous
feats for good.
I knew he was a rel igious man
frOT.l the Bi bl e and books I had seen in hi s home
when I visited there.
But I wasn't sure if I
compl etely understood what hi s statement meant.

A · sea gull wheeling above cries plaintively,
perhaps puzzled by the giant man-made bird resting
on the concrete embankment before me.
It is the
Gossamer Albatross, a remarkable airplane composed
of thin carbon-filament tubing covered in a
transparent Hylar film only .0005 inch thick. Its
huge wing · extends 94 feet, yet it weighs only 75
pounds.
r~y chall enge is to fly it by my own
muscl e pO\~er across the Channel to Cap Gri s Nez,
France.

T~e

day had started with a small disaster. On my
flrst take-off attempt, the Albatross, which rolls
on two tandem plastic wheel s, had veered off the
masoni te stri p and shattered its front wheel. We
had hurriedly replaced it with a wheel originally
from a toy fi re engi ne - but it added three more
ounces of weight.

In 1959, Henry Kremer, a British industrialist
offered $14,000 - ~Ihich later was raised to
$100,000 - to anyone flying a figure-eight course
around points one-half mile apart. Over the years
many unsuccessful attempts were made.
Then Dr.
Paul MacCready Jr., an aerodynamicist, designed a
lightweight, wire-braced airplane with a 13 foot
propell er driven by a bicycl e-chai n arrangement.
They asked me, a 24 year old biologist and bicycle
and hang-glider enthusiast, to fly it.
In 1977,
after numerous design refinements and 400 test
flights, I finally flew the figure-eight, and we
won the $100,000.
Then a new chall enge, Henry
Kremer offered $215,000 to the pilot of the first
man powered pl ane to cross the Engl ish Channel.

Someone touches my shoul der. We are ready to try
again.
It is nearly 6.00 a.m.
The sky is
bri ghter, though mi st sti 11 hangs over the
Channel.
Wearing only shorts and cycling shoes; with helmet
and a light life-vest for safety, I climb into the
pl astic cocoon, and crew members close the door
panel.
I perch on the bicycle seat, my feet
strapped to the pedals.
Stretching ahead is a
15 foot tube, tipped with a small wing. My hands
rest on levers to control it and the main wing for
steeri ng.
My thoughts are on the present.
Speculations on past and future are rigidly
excluded.
I shall need all my concentration for
thi s task.

The short figure-eight flight was one thing.
Pedal-powering a fragile, unwieldy aircraft across
22 mil es of open sea known for bl ustery weather
was another.
But Dr. MacCready des i gned a
lighter, more controllable craft, christening it
the Gossamer Albatross. Even so, it would still
crumple like a piece of Kleenex in a strong wind.

I glance out at the transparent skin
which
ri ppl es wi th my every move. t4en stand under eac h
wing to steady the Alhatross. I nod •.. ready ... go!

After extensive tests of my ohysical potential,
Dr. t~acCready and his team calculated that · in
quiet weather under ideal conditions I should be
ab 1 e to keep the l\ 1 batross a10ft for two hours and
50 minutes.
However, any impediment, such as
headwind or turbulence, would severely cut down my
ahility to keep the plane flying, to an hour, or
90 minutes ilt the ,qost.
After that,llY bonily
reserves would be completely exhausted.
Two
hours, how<:!ver, on a perfec t day shoul d get ,"Ie
across the Channel. Though the longest flight I
:,ad pedaled so far was 59 minutes, I felt I c()uld
make it.

I thrust on the pedal s with smooth, even strokes
and the propeller begins its steady, silent
turning. Ten feet ... 15 ... 20 ... 30. Then up! The
pavelOen t and rocks fall away, and the Al batross
and I are 25 feet above the gray wa ter.
An exhilaration fills me.
The launch crew below
rush into motorboats to keep pace. Ahead a cabin
cruiser, plowing through the water toward'Cap Cris
Nez, will be my guide. I pedal with less power to
descend and take advantage of the reduced air-drag
near the water. Faint shouts of people in boats
drift up.
Inside, I hear nothing but my own
breathing.

After months of inteflsive trainiflg, I acco,qpanie':1
tile .\lbatross to En91and, where we waiten for the
\~<:!ather
service to predict a 11ind free day.
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intrigued by what has just :'appe ner!.
Srlf'lewhere
withi n I have found il surpri si n9 reservoi r of nevi
strength.

A tiny radio gives me communication with the boats
below, but I limit my talk to conserve energy. As
I conti nue cyc1 i ng, heat buil ds in the cockpi t
from exerti on. Now the sun ha s broken out of the
mist, and the cocoon gets hotter.

t~y

th ough ts halt as danger looMs.
A g i ilnt oi 1
tanker streaMS two f'lil es ahea,i.
Its ttJrl)ul ence
could be disastrous.
Tiltin!) my front '."Iing, I
change course a few degrees to 'Ji'/ e it i wirJe
berth.

Peda1-peda1-peda1.
Thirty minutes have passed.
Our air speed is now 14 miles per hour.
The
Albatross begins to veer from course and I gently
twist a steering lever to correct it.
Glancing
down at the water, I note small wavelet s .
It's
obvi ous we' re faci ng ali ght wi nd. Not too bad,
but if it builds, we're in trouble.

One hour and 45 r.1i nutes have gone hy . I search
the hazy horizon for France. The sun is hi1her,
and again I sense fatigue building.
I've already
gone past my lir.1it.
HOI~ l'1uch longer ca'! I hold
out?

Still pedal ing.
It's getting harder to maintain
height.
A voice crackles in !11y radio receiver.
"What's your speed and altitude?" I glance at the
instruments "A1 ti tude si x feet, speed fourteen!" I
gasp. But no one replies that they have received
me.
I call again. Still no response.
has failed, though I can still
voices.

"Altitude two feet".
I pump faster, watching my
altimeter and air-speed indicator, but they're no
longer working. The batteries have given out.
reach for more water, only to suck dry air.
Two hours.
Of course.
The night was :'lot
designed for any longer time.
Computations had
proven that my body \~() ul d never even make it thi s
far
wi th
all
that
we've
encountered.

My transmitter
hear incoming

"A1 ti tude two feet. .... ".

Where is the shore?
Ilhy is it ta king so long?
Then I realize the obvious. ~e have been fighting
a continual head wind, a gentle one, but enough to
ho1 d us back.

Is it my imagination or are the wavelets building?
The A1 batross yaws. I pedal harder just to stay
1eve1 .

I begin to feel cramps in my right leg. There is
absol ute1y no way we can make it.
But for some
reason I keep pedaling.

The chase boats now rise and fall on three-foot
swell s. I must pedal harder. But how long can I
~eep this up?
I'm expending every ounce of energy
Just to stay above the waves that reach for the
bottom of the A1 batross.
If one of them touches
it, we are disqualified.

This is crazy.

What makes me think I can go on?

"Volition, Bryan", echoes Coach i~astropaolo's
words.
"Accepting only success, knowing you can
succeed wi 11 make the di fference" .
And I
remember hi s referri ng to it as a God- gi ven force.
And
I remember my
surpri sing
recovery
in
mid-Channel when I had thought all was lost.
No matter where France is, no matter how far, I
will make it.

I stare fixedly ahead. Sweat stings my eyes, fOQs
my glasses.
My churning legs feel leaden.
Gasping, I sink lower.
"Two feet! ... one foot! ... screams the voice of
Sam Duran, flight manager.
vision begins to fade; I taste blood in the
back of my throat - signs of complete exhaustion.
The wind turbulence is too much, I cannot go on.

t~y

Exerting all my strength, I continue pumping.
Little flashes of insight come. By easing effort
on my ri ght 1 eg and exerti ng my 1eft one more, I
stave off the
cramps
for
a while.
can

Look i ng down, I give a pre-arranged hand si gna 1
indicating that the night is being aborted. The
boat will pull up below the Albatross to attach a
line, then tow her to shore like a kite. But, to
allow ro?m, I must climb 15 feet above the water.
If I don t, we may lose the plane.

Two and one-hal f hours have
passed since
Folkestone.
I have been nying 30 impossible
minutes. Thirty little miracles.
Eighty times a rlinute my legs continue to turn.
What's that ahead?
.r-.. thin shorel ine.
France!
Breathe deeply ... now my left leg begins to craf'lp
dnd I shift more to the right. Tall cliffs slowlv
rise up from a sandbeach.
But it is still over
two miles away. ~~y knees fzel like lear!; I can
hardly keep the~ going around.

Gri tti ng my teeth, I pump wi th my 1ast surge of
strength ... and the Albatross begins to c1 imb.
"Altitude four feet. .. ten feet. .. fifteen feet ... ".
An ama~'ing thing happens.
The turbulence has
stopped. In that f~antic effort, I have c1 imbed
from the trubu1ence lnto calm air.

Push down, lift, down, up ... sweat pours from Illy
body. Oh, for a tiny sip of cold vlater.

I can go on.
Unfortunately, the peop1 e in the boat don't
understand and valiantly try to snare the
Albatross. If they touch it, this attempt will be
disqualified.
I frantically wave them away.
Now I maintain progress with less effort.
pedal on, slowly recovering strength,

I

The winj-~oughened waters below pass agonizi'10ly
slow.
It s 8.30 a.m. two hours and 40 r.li'1utes
have passed and I am still pedaling. "n,qainst all
hope!
,\gains t all hope.
I will cont"illue:"
I
gasp out loud.

As I
am
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,0\1, I c an see ·1 cr.)\·ld of ,)2 0 P12 on th e beac :1 .
"'Jt tile Al battoss tre,.1bi.::s nnd rocks .
l~ind
5u r 9in~
dOlm the !li gh beach clif fs pushes t:,e
;\1 ba : ~o s s t o the ri ght .
She creaks and groans.
They Jre the so unds t hi s same pl ane ~ade be fore it
tl roke
apar t
dur i ng
tests
i'l
Ca l iforniA..

Of th e four t ake-off s shown on the day of th e
acc ident, only the first . could be considered a clean
take - off with the kite f lying straight out and into
strong lift. The next three take-offs shown resulted
in th e kite turni ng hard left i mmedi ately after
t ake - off .

I fi ght to hold her toward tile ;1eacil.
T0 th e
r i ght nr~ rocks . If I l et the \'IinJ have its 'Nay,
I ca l 11ak2 i t t o tfle rJCk5 and crash- l and tner e.
It ''I ill st i ll be off icial i f the tJr i)ulenc l~
doesn 't k n oc~ me down sho rt.

In th e first two of thes e cases, th e kite wa s
l evell ed only after maximum control input by the
pi l ots (i . e ., th ese pil ots we re opera ti ng at the
li mi t of co ntrol at the time). Neither of the se
take-off s were shown so it is not pos sible to say
i f the ki tes were bal anced before l aunch. The pil ot
who pe rforme d th e cl ea n take-off did suc ceed in
balanci ng hi s ki t e befo re runnin g off.

But sOf'le thi ng urges 'le on t'J t'le bri qht sand
;)each .
I tla rrOl'1 I'1Y eyes and peda l 1arder ...
flader . Suddetlly, t here is 3nj ry ro aring belovi
ne ; I glance down tl) see whi t e foaf'li ng br eake r s .
Lookin g up I see peopl e wa vi ng and cheering . Otle
f i nal wrench of my r.1us cl es and I coast.

Paul' s tak e off was from a point 3 meters hi gher
up t he hil l th an th e previ ous launches. The re wa s a
lack of coordin ation between the ground crew so that
t he left hand wire man hung on for about a second
lon ger th an the ri ght hand man. The pi 1at appears to
halt the left yaw induced by th i s but he doesn't
entirely straighten out before the kite begins to
accelerate into the steep left hand turn.

The beauti ful \'ihi t e sand ri ses to "lee t us an d I
level the plane out t o a feather-soft landing.
The crowd surges ar')und the Al batross. As I wall<
away, a tiny elderly lady presents me a bouquet of
fl owers beari ng small U. S., 8riti sh and Frenc h
fl ags.

The right hand side trailing edge of the kite
picks up as if hit by turbulance ju~t before the
second stage begins . Because the klte had yawed
slightly left on take-off it would hav~ more of
its right wing exposed to the strong llf~ that th~
previous kites . This sudden encounter wlth the 11ft
could be the cause of the upward buckle in the
trailing edge.

Breathing heavily, I stand for a moment and look
back over the channel sparkling in the mid-morning
sun.
We have "lade it - in two hours and 49 minutes.
We've won the richest prize in aviation history.
But I have gained something far :nore important
tha t will help me in every good thing I attempt
from now on.
I see now what Coach t'1astropaolo
JTleant by the power of knovli n9.
I have seen it
work 49 little miracles.

The strong ridge lift may have been augmented
by a thermal . It would be harder to see the passage
of a thermal up the face if the pilot was standing
further back, since the movement of bushes and trees
on the face would not be as visible.
It is also possible that the wind was gradually
increasing . Since the power of the wind increases
as the square of the speed, a relatively small
increase in the wind experienced by the right wing
would require a relatively greater control input
to correct . The left wing would still be in slow
air due to the wind gradient .

FATAL ACCIDENT

Thou gh these factors may account for the crash
itself, the reason that head injuries were suffered
by the pilot may have been due to the use of a
knee-hanger harness . As the kite accelerated into
the turn, the control bar moves faster than the
pilot . This pulled the pilot into a prone position.
It is hard to see how a pilot hanging in a prone
st i rrup harness would have crashed in a prone
position .

A Review
Review of a film of a fatal accident at Talbingo :
by Greg Tanner, NSWHGA President and Safety Officer

At a recent meeting of NSWHGA safety officers,
film of Paul Van Hoff's accident was reviewed.
Since much has already been written about the accident, I don't propose to surrrnarize the film he re.
If pilots want a photocopy of the summary then they
should write to me .

This was the second accident involving a
take-off in a cliff face situation. I suggest that
pilots attempting such a take-off spend a fe~
minutes briefing the ground crew on exactly how
the take-off is to be organized. A 3--2--1--right
countdown might help (go sounds too much like no).
Also, the take-off should be done with as much of
the kite as possible in the near vertical airflow.
The attitude of the glider should be very nose-down
with perhaps only one person holding the nose wires
rather than the side wires in the final seconds
before 1aunch.

The film does reveal some facts which are not
obvious from the accident reports. It has been
mentioned that the wind was off to the left of the
take-off on the day. I f a pil at to'Jk off faci ng
the wind rather than at right angles to the cliff,
then the right wing would be in strong lift while
the left wing was in weaker lift near the hill.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
SENSOR
White sail.
Safety checked.
Minimum Rating II
Phone (08) 270-2032 (A.H . )
S~lALL

TAHGA'S

MARKET PLACE

INSTRUllENT PACK
$450.00
This flight deck is red
fibreglass encasing an
aluminium face with
(l) altimeter of ai rcraft type
in 50' increments to
100,000'
(2) LCD clock giving
{a)stop-watch 0-20 minutes
in mins and secs.
{b)stop -watch 0-24 hours
in hrs and mins.
(c)normai time
(3) Electronic airspeed indicator 0-50 m.p.h.
(4) theotek variometet (same
as Litek but has different
meter "270° ring scale")
(5) rechargeable batteries
All this comes on a quick clamp which
lifts up for take-off and landing thus
providing protection in case of mishap.
Get in early so you may practise
flying with this precision instrument and get the most out of your
kite this following summer.
Contact Rory McLeod (087)622680 (AH 7 to 7)
(087)622878 (BH)
P.S. Will swap for a good Skydart II.

'"
rlEW SOUTH WALES
STEVE COHEN HANG HARNESS
and prone sling
Colours - yellow
BILL BENNETT ENDURO
prone harness
Colours - black
P.A. (LIGHTWEIGHT) BUS
and prone harness
Colours - yellow
All items near new - ready to fly,
at less than ± their original price.
Contact: Jed Vaseo
5/14 Loftus Street,
Wollongong, N.S.W. 2500.

$27.00

$34.00

r'10YES r·1AXI MK I II
$450.00
Good condition, low hours.
Black leading edge, tips and
keel pocket. Orange remainder
Stainless steel control bar .
Minimum Rating I
(02) 9600321 (B.H.) (02) 4285232 (A.H.)
PETER BRADLEY BATVIING
Would suit beginners or a
flying school.
Very good
conditi on .
No minimum rating.
Contact: Gary Johnston
219 The Parade,
North Haven, NSW, 2445 .

$300.00
o.n.o.

VICTORIA
MEGA II
Only 6 months old; complete
with swivel spreader bar and
mylar leading edge pockets.
Colours - deep red pocket on
orange sail with yellow tips .
Very clean condition.
Minimum Rating II
Phone Brian (052) 612123

$100.00

$950.00

PA HARNESS
Red Fitted with extra support
points for comfort.
PHANTOM
3 months old, two tone blue
with red, orange, yellow fin
Ring Paul on 042-942545, Hang III
PHANTOM
Red, blue and black
4 months old, good condition
Call Mike on 02-3495414

$900 ono

BENNETT BACK UP SYSTEM
Container zips to front of
harness. Recently repacked.

$800 ono

Call Col in Barry (03) 517301 (AH)
(03) 2672433 (BH)

$2 29 .00 THE LOT
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